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Welcome
Norah Ashe-McNalley
Conference Director, and
Associate Professor of Writing,
USC Dornsife College

Keynote Address
Deborah Harkness
a bestselling novelist, author of the All Souls trilogy, and USC Professor of European History and the History of Science.

USC Schwarzenegger Institute for State and Global Policy
Dan Mazmanian
Academic Director, and Professor of Public Policy
Awards Presentation

Awards Presentation
Edwin McCann
Board Member, USC Sidney Harman Academy for Polymathic Study, and Professor of Philosophy & English
Prizes in each submission category +
Levan Ethics Essay Contest Awards
### Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raffle Prizes</th>
<th>UWC students’ names chosen at random!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Judges | Lyn Boyd-Judson, USC Levan Institute  
|         | Joshua Crabill, USC School of Philosophy  
|         | Janet Kramer, USC Levan Institute  
|         | Alida Liberman, USC School of Philosophy  |
| Levan Institute | Mebus Behrle, USC Schwarzenegger Institute  
|         | Dan Mazmanian, USC Schwarzenegger Institute  
|         | Deborah Natoli, Price School of Public Policy  
|         | Bonnie Reiss, USC Schwarzenegger Institute  
|         | Frank Zerunyan, Price School of Public Policy  
|         | Schwarzenegger Institute Academic Council Members  |
| Schwarzenegger Institute | Michael Bunn, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Ashley Karlin, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Mark Marino, Writing Program, Dornsife College  |
| Analytical | Natalie Joseph, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Cory Nelson, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Deanna Rivera, Writing Program, Dornsife College  |
| Research | Lucy Lee, Marshall School of Business  
|         | Farida Habeeb, Writing Program, Dornsife College  |
| Professional | Antonio Elefano, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Matthew Manson, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | PT McNiff, Writing Program, Dornsife College  
|         | Yvonne Puig, Writing Program, Dornsife College  |
Moderators

Tiffany Babb  Victoria Gordon  Katie Mills
Monisha Bajaj  Benjamin Greene  Cory Nelson
John Barbar  Rachel Jones  Joy Park
Mike Bunn  Nathalie Joseph  Elisabeth Plotner
Jackson Burgess  Flyn Kaida-Yip  Shefali Rajamannar
Jim Clements  Ashley Karlin  Erik Rawson
Colin Conwell  Hannah Kim  Kaitlin Roberts
Jeffrey Cox  Kate Levin  Sandra Ross
Haley Demian  James August Luhrs  JJ Strong
Andrew De Silva  Mark Marino  Jakov Stulic
Katy Durbin  Cathleen McCaffery  Armen Ter-Zakarian
Elizabeth Durst  PT McNiff  David Tomkins
Antonio Elefano  Sarah Mesle  Shannon Zhang
Cameron Espinoza

Student Journals

SCRIBE  an undergraduate writing magazine  scribe.usc.edu
illumin  a review of engineering in everyday life  illumin.usc.edu
OAPS  OAPS—Outstanding Academic Papers by Students  www.usc.edu/libraries/communications/publications/
SCIR  Southern California International Review  www.scinternationalreview.org
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